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Fold the corners down
into a square, one
quarter of
original size.

Downloadable Slippers (Zori)*
Need to walk to the mat but have forgotten your zori?
No problem - Fudebakudo has the solution with this
handy downloadable zori. Print out the template on the
next page, enlarge it according to your shoe size, then
follow these diagrams to fold your slippers.
If you get stuck, there are animations of the whole
process on the website - www.fudebakudo.com/zori

Fold the square into a
triangle... then unfold it
completely to get the
creases shown.

Fold the
square in half along
its diagonal, then fold
the top corner back
up along the line shown.

Start with the paper
face-down (so you can’t
see the logo printed on it)
with the tiny X at the top.

* zori are slippers worn in traditional Japanese
arts such as aikido or jujutsu to keep your feet
clean on the way to the practice mat.

Fold the left and right
points down to the bottom.
Allow the creases at the back
to form a diamond shape
on the front.

Fold the top and
bottom points just
further than halfway
to provide a little to tuck
into the centre pocket (sole).

www.fudebakudo.com/zori

Reverse fold
the two outermost
points to make the
diamond shape.

Contrary to the purity
of origami, use a staple
(or sticky tape) to secure
the toe straps (you can tuck
them into the join, but something more robust helps).

A zori.
Repeat for other foot.

Fudebakudo: the penultimate martial art

Downloadable Zori

x

If you print this page (A4 size), the square template
to the right will be 20cm along each side. You need to
enlarge this (using your printer or a photocopier) by a
percentage that depends on how big your feet are, so
that the paper starts as a square of the right size.
Shoe Size

paper size
% enlarge
(cm)

GB

Japan

Euro

US

3

22

35.5

4

52 x 52

260%

4

23

37

5

54 x 54

270%

5

24

38

6

56 x 56

280%

6

25

39

7

57 x 57

285%

7

26

41

8

58 x 58

290%

8

27.5

43

9

61 x 61

305%

9½

28.5

44

10½

62 x 62

310%

10½

29.5

45

11½

63 x 63

315%

11½

30.5

46.5

12½

65 x 65

325%

The Fudebakudo downloadable zori was designed by
Dennis Walker of the British Origami Society.
Visit the website for more Fudebakudo: try the MAQ
(Martial Arts Quiz), consult the online advisor, see
movies, take the time-wasting technique survey, learn a
semaphore kata, and lots more... and buy the book!
(Fudebakudo T-shirts, postcards, and time-wasting
towels also available.)
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